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Abstract  

 

The Roles of Government in Incubating Internationally 

Competitive Clusters: The Cases of Newly Industrialized 

Economies (NIEs) and Implications for Cambodia 

 

Siem Pichnorak 

Graduate School of International Studies 

Seoul National University 

 

 The importance of cluster effects on improving national competitiveness 

has been widely acknowledged and thus attracted a great deal of attention from 

researchers and policy makers. Amongst different actors, government has been 

recognized as one of the most important actor in the development of cluster, at least 

at the early stage of cluster evolution. In line with this argument, this thesis seeks 

to examine the important roles government could play in incubating internationally 

competitive industrial clusters and draw implications for the future development of 

industrial cluster in Cambodia. This thesis will be organized into three important 

discussions. The first discussion revolves around the necessary roles of government 
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in incubating internationally competitive industrial clusters. Second, some 

implications in terms of the roles of government in incubating Daedeok Innopolis 

in South Korea and Hsinchu Science Park in Taiwan (China) will be discussed. 

Drawing from the discussion on the roles of government in incubating competitive 

industrial clusters and the two case studies, the last part will discuss potential 

lessons from which Cambodian government could learn in terms of cluster 

development along with some policy suggestions.  

Keywords: industrial clusters, government, public policy, Newly Industrialized 

Economies (NIEs), national competitiveness, industrialization  

Student number: 2016-29428 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Agglomeration of economic activities has been recognized as a potential 

source of economic growth and innovation. Cluster is also important for fostering 

industrialization and deepen industrial structure of the country. The alluring 

prospects of this economic agglomeration have prompted policy makers to make 

various attempts to induce cluster development through different policy measures. 

However, a number of government-induced clusters have faced uphill growth 

despite the amount of resources committed. Notwithstanding the fact that 

government interventions create inefficiency which is the factor that leads to 

cluster failure in many cases, there are evidences that the roles of government are 

essential, especially in the early stages, for incubating favorable environment for 

cluster to develop and evolve. Successful cases of cluster incubation are evident 

across NIEs where governments purposefully used public policies and financial 

supports to create favorable ecosystem for clusters to develop.  

In light with this, the main attempt of this thesis is to draw appropriate 

lessons on how competitive industrial clusters could be incubated through 

government’s efforts and the implications it has for the future development of 
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industrial cluster in Cambodia. In this introductory chapter, a brief outlook of 

Cambodia’s economic development and industrialization status will be presented to 

provide background understanding for further analysis. The first half of the chapter 

will deal with Cambodia’s economic status, development strategy and the need for 

industrialization and technology development. The latter half will set the 

foundation for further analysis through the elaboration of research questions, 

research objectives, significances of this research study, a brief overview of 

research methodology, scope and limitations, as well as the organizational structure 

of the thesis.  

1.1. Background Information 

Before further discussion could be made, it is important to understand the 

current status of Cambodia’s economic and industrial development as well as the 

revolving geo-economic factors which shape its competitiveness. This section is 

divided into two parts. The first part discusses Cambodia’s economic development 

progress over the last two decades. The second part touches upon the shifting 

economic structure as well as the need for Cambodia to enhance its industrial and 

technological capacity to upgrade its competitiveness in the future. 
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1.1.1. Cambodia’s Economic Development 

Cambodia’s industrialization efforts which began in 1953 were short-lived 

and highly interrupted due to civil wars which plagued the economy over the past 

decades. Following the democratic election overseen by the United Nations in 1993, 

however, Cambodia once again began to fully embrace free market economy with 

heavy emphasis on market and trade liberalization. Under the framework of 

Rectangular Strategy-Phase II and National Strategic Development Plan 2014-

2018, the continuation of private sector participation in national development and 

employment generation remains emphasized. In this context, Cambodia has 

continued to embrace outward-looking growth strategy through the attraction of 

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), export expansion, and integration into regional 

and global value chains. The fragmentation of production networks and global 

value chains has allowed Cambodia to participate in downstream activities given 

its competitive advantage in cheap labor.   

Continued efforts to liberalize the market, expand export sector, and attract 

foreign capital have enabled Cambodia to enjoy a sustained annual growth of an 

average 7 percent over the last two decades, making it one of the fastest growing 

economies in the world. The last 25 years also saw an eight-fold increase of 
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Cambodia’s nominal GDP from merely 2.5 billion USD in 1993 to almost 20 

billion USD in 2016. With rising middle class and expanding export sector, 

positive growth is estimated to prevail into the foreseeable future. In 2015, the 

World Bank upgraded Cambodia’s economic status from low income to lower 

middle income with its GDP per capita surpassing 1,025 USD threshold level. In 

2016, Asian Development Bank (ADB) named Cambodia ‘Asia’s New Tiger 

Economy’ given its promising annual growth and gradual expansion of industrial 

sector (Asia Development Bank, 2016).  

While the share of garment and footwear continues to dominate 

Cambodia’s manufacturing exports, there is a clear sign of gradual diversification 

of exports to other sectors such as bike cycle, electronic components and auto parts 

(Ministry of Economics and Finance, 2016). This indication signifies that 

Cambodia is experiencing structural transformation from traditional sectors like 

garment and footwear as well as agriculture into a wider secondary industry. In 

particular, industrial sector contribution to GDP increased from 22.9 percent in 

2012 to 26.2 percent in 2015, while agriculture sector declined from 33.5 to 29 

percent in the same periods (The Council for the Development of Cambodia, 

2016b). The annual growth of industrial sector is also relatively high, standing at 
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11.7 and 11.4 percent in 2015 and 2016 respectively (Ministry of Economics and 

Finance, 2016).  Accumulated investment in industrial sector from 1994 to 2016 

amounted up to 16 billion USD, making it the second largest investment sector 

after tourism. The contribution of investment in industry sector to total investment 

increased from merely 16.7 percent in 1994 to 86.2 percent in 2005 before leveling 

off to 25 percent in 2016. By far, industry sector is the largest employment sector, 

employing approximately 2 million people (The Council for the Development of 

Cambodia, 2016a).  

1.1.2. Cambodia’s Needs for Industrial and Technology Development 

Notwithstanding positive strides in industrial diversification and export 

expansion in recent years, Cambodia’s economy remains vulnerable to both 

internal and external shocks as the economy remains heavily reliant on four narrow 

sectors – agriculture, garment and footwear, tourism and construction. Following 

decades of civil war and negligence, Cambodia’s industrial base is very limited 

while technological capacity remains highly primitive to be competitive. After the 

worst hit of global financial crisis in 2009 which attenuated the country’s garment 

sector export, there emerged a consensus that Cambodia now needs a new engine 

for future growth.  
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Various efforts have been undertaken to attract more investments into 

secondary industry beyond garment and footwear. In 2005, for instance, 

Cambodian government adopted ‘Sub-Decree No. 148 on the Establishment and 

Management of the Special Economic Zone’ to provide legal framework for the 

establishment of SEZ in order to transform Cambodia into a more attractive 

investment destination for higher value-added manufacturing activities. The main 

purpose of SEZ is to provide investors with ‘One-Stop’ services related to 

investment and trade facilitation. Despite limited in size and fledgling in operation, 

the contributions of the zones in enhancing Cambodia’s attractiveness for foreign 

firms have proven to be promising (Warr & Menon, 2016). The study also shows 

that the existence of SEZs has helped Cambodia attract more foreign investment 

into more diversified manufacturing activities including higher proportion of 

electronics, electrical products, and household furnishings that remain scant outside 

the zones.  

Nonetheless, Cambodia’s industry sector remains heavily reliant on 

garment and footwear sector which accounted from almost 80 percent of 

merchandise export (or 2 percentage point of the country’s 7 percent GDP) and 

employed about 610,000 workers in 2016 (International Labour Organization, 
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2017). In this conjunction, Industrial Development Policy (IDP) 2015-2025 was 

launched in 2015 to provide a general guideline for Cambodia’s industrialization. 

The importance and urgency for economic diversification, productivity 

enhancement, and technological development in creating new growth strategy are 

highlighted in the IDP and various government’s strategies such as Cambodia 

Vision 2030 and Rectangular Strategy-Phase II. Amongst other policy measures 

and action plans stated in the IDP, the establishment of industrial cluster and the 

importance of technology accumulation are amongst the measures that are given 

top priority. However, specific action plans and supporting legal frameworks have 

not been put in place. 

The Global Competitive Index of World Economic Forum categorizes 

economies into three main stages of development including factor-driven, 

efficiency-driven, and innovation-driven.
1

 The interval between each stage is 

marked by two transitional stages – transition from stage 1 to stage 2 and transition 

from stage 2 to stage 3 (World Economic Forum, 2017). With rudimentary 
                                                           
1
   For every two years, World Economic Forum released the report called “The Global Competitive 

Report” which indicates the level of nation’s economic competitiveness. In its assessment, the 

report takes into account the set of institutions, policies, and factors that determine the level of 

productivity of an economy. There 12 pillars of competitiveness including institutions; 

infrastructure; macroeconomic environment; health and primary education; higher education and 

training; goods market efficiency; labor market efficiency; financial market efficiency; 

technological readiness; market size; business sophistication; and innovation. 
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production base as well as heavy reliance on resources and cheap labor, Cambodia 

remains in factor-driven stage along with Laos and Myanmar. To become a high 

middle-income country by 2030, as stated in the government’s vision, it is 

necessary for Cambodia to diversify economic base and enhance productivity to 

catch up with rising wage and technological changes.  

While transitioning from factor-driven to efficiency-driven economy seems 

to be achievable over the medium term, the attempt to breakthrough ‘middle-

income trap’ and achieve high-income status has proven quite strenuous. As the 

matter of fact, only a handful of countries have so far been able to successfully 

transform from efficiency-driven to innovation-driven while many remain trapped 

at the ceiling of middle-income group. Is Cambodia to become a high-income 

country by 2050, its economy has to be driven by innovation. This is why the 

enhancement of national technological capacity and innovation system is of grave 

importance even at this early stage as such development takes a great deal of time 

and resources. Given the importance of industrial cluster in sustaining and 

enhancing national competitiveness, cluster-based industrialization and technology 

development could serve as an important policy tool the government could use to 

elevate Cambodia’s competitiveness in the future. Building a successful and 
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internationally competitive cluster is a strenuous task which a number of countries 

have tried and failed. The fact that Cambodia’s economy is at fledgling stage is 

both the challenge and opportunity. However, thorough examination of successful 

cases of cluster development in NIEs could provide some insightful lessons on how 

clusters could be breed through appropriate government measures.  

1.2. Research Questions 

As briefly elucidated in the early section, it is crystal clear that Cambodia is 

aiming to develop and deepen its industrial capacity to foster future growth and 

sustain national competitiveness. In line with this strategic move, this thesis aims to 

examine the roles of government in incubating internationally competitive cluster. 

The creation of industrial cluster requires not only the efforts to diversify and 

upgrade production base and activities along the value chain but also the incubation 

of support system and the ability to closely coordinate the interactions of involving 

stakeholders. Responding to the quest for in-depth understanding of the roles of 

government in doing so, this thesis attempts to answer questions as follows: 

RQ1: What are the roles of government in incubating internationally 

competitive industrial cluster?  
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RQ2: What implications in terms of the roles of government in nurturing 

internationally competitive industrial clusters could be drawn from 

the case of Daedeok Innopolis in South Korea and Hsinchu Science 

Park in Taiwan (China).  

RQ3: What can Cambodian government learn from these implications and 

prepare for the incubation of internationally competitive industrial 

cluster in the future? 

1.3. Research Objectives  

In light of these research questions, this thesis aims to achieve the following 

objectives. First of all, this thesis attempts to examine the roles the government 

could play from the early stage to create favorable ecosystem where industrial 

cluster could develop and become self-sustained and competitive. In particular, it 

seeks to examine possible roles of government in incubating and fostering the 

development of competitive cluster through various policy initiatives and support 

programs. The second objective of this thesis is to examine the roles of government 

in incubating and nurturing industrial cluster in the cases of two NIEs, particular 

Korea and Taiwan (China). Cluster development strategy is analyzed as two-
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pronged approach. The first stage is developing specialized manufacturing cluster 

which could be competitive internationally based on Cambodia’s current 

competitive advantage in cheap labor. The second stage is orienting competitive 

cluster to be innovation-driven using resources and experiences accumulated in the 

first stage. Last but not least, this thesis will attempt to draw appropriate 

implications for the development of internationally competitive industrial clusters 

in Cambodia and provide potential policy suggestions on how government could 

prepare to nurture cluster in the future 

1.4. Significance of the Study 

Despite the fact that the need to develop industrial cluster is emphasized in 

various core policy documents, specific supporting regulations and action plans 

remain obscure. At this critical juncture, there requires concrete and specific 

strategy that could guide cluster development in Cambodia. In line with this 

rationale, proactive role of government is needed, especially in this early stage, to 

create a favorable ecosystem that allows cluster to take shape, develop, and evolve. 

The provision of appropriate policy guidance could precipitate the development 

and enhance competitiveness of cluster which converge with national growth 

strategy at large.  
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While debate between ‘neoclassical’ and ‘developmentalist’ approach to 

economic development remain as high as ever, some studies attribute the important 

contribution of government to creating national competitiveness (D.-S. Cho, 2013; 

D. S. Cho, 2000; Porter, 1990). The successes of East Asia are the cases in point 

where industrial policy and government’s ‘functional interventions’ could serve the 

best for national development (Jomo, 2003; World Bank, 1993). Along this line of 

argument, the discussion in this thesis are significant in three ways.  

First, the reexamination of the roles of government in creating 

internationally competitive industrial clusters, which involves not only the 

proactive industrial policy but also foresighted action plans for the enhancement of 

national competitiveness, reinforces the debate about policy-induced clusters. That 

does not mean a return to planned economy, but in developing economy where 

market remains distorted, government’s guidance is essential at least in the early 

stage. Second, the comparative analysis of Korea’s and Taiwan’s successful 

experiences provides a new insight on policy preparation for developing countries 

that wish to breakthrough middle-income trap through technological leapfrog. 

Third, this thesis will contribute to the lack of study on industrial cluster in 

Cambodia. Of currency, there is no equivalence of industrial cluster in Cambodia. 
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In this regard, this piece of work will at least shed light on the ranges of public 

policy tools and initiatives Cambodia could utilize to develop industrial clusters 

and transform them into the internationally competitive ones.   

1.5. Research Methodology  

To provide answers to the questions posed, this thesis will employ 

comparative analysis on the existing studies on related topics and seek to draw 

applicable implications for similar development in Cambodia. Basically, the 

existing studies such as government documents, academic literatures, and reports 

will be assessed to identify possible roles the government could play in incubating 

an internationally competitive industrial cluster. Policy tools and initiatives which 

had led to the development of industrial clusters in the respective cases will also be 

discussed and compared to draw some practical implications for cluster 

development in Cambodia.  

The case studies on Korea and Taiwan are chosen based on their respective 

development characteristics and sizes which are comparable to Cambodia. The 

analysis of the roles of government in each respective country cases will be based 

on the collection of cases studied in the existing literatures. The implications and 
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policy suggestions will be based on the comparison between the established policy 

frameworks, tools and initiatives introduced in the earlier analysis. 

1.6. Scope and Limitation  

There are a number of variables which may affect the successful 

development of cluster, and there is no one-size-fit-all recipe for such success. In 

this context, this study will focus on the analysis of the possible roles the 

government of developing economy, particularly least developed countries like 

Cambodia, could pick out of various policy options to assist and incubate the 

development of industrial cluster from the very early stage on. The word ‘incubate’ 

means to provide support schemes to the plan to assist (industrial cluster in this 

case) in the start-up and early development.
2
 In line with this definition, this thesis 

only seeks to understand the necessary roles of government and set of public 

policies that could be provided to help foster the development of industrial cluster 

from the initial (pre-emergence) stage. In addition, given the absence of the 

equivalence of industrial cluster in Cambodia, it is hard to see how industrial 

cluster might emerge or which patterns it may develop into. In this relation, this 

                                                           
2
 This definition is adopted and modified from Macmillan Diction available on 

http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/incubate and information sheet on 

“Technology Incubators” OECD (2010) 

http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/incubate
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analysis only aims to provide some normative policy suggestions regarding the 

possible policy options Cambodian government could embrace for future 

development of industrial cluster and what the government should do to transform 

the existing cluster into an internationally competitive one. 

1.7. Thesis Structure 

This thesis is divided into five main chapters. Introduction and background 

information on Cambodia’s industrial and economic development status is laid out 

in chapter 1. Next, chapter 2 reviews related literatures on industrial cluster 

development, its significances for economic development and the roles of 

government in the development of cluster in general. Chapter 3, on the other hand, 

discusses and elaborates the potential roles government could play in incubating an 

internationally competitive industrial cluster. Then, chapter 4 examines the roles of 

government in the development of internationally competitive industrial clusters 

within the selected cases of Korea and Taiwan (China). Chapter 5 discusses 

possible implications that could be drawn from the case studies for similar 

development in Cambodia. This final chapter is divided further into three main 

parts. The first part discusses the implications that could be drawn from case 

studies for Cambodia’s industrial cluster development. The second part seeks to 
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provide potential policy suggestions for possible initiatives Cambodian government 

should take to prepare for the incubation of cluster in the future. Lastly, the final 

part concludes the discussion of this thesis.   
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

In this chapter, previous studies and literatures are reviewed to set 

conceptual foundation for the following discussions. This chapter is subdivided 

into three main parts, the first part entails the definitions of key terms. The second 

part discusses literatures on the importance of industrial clusters to economic and 

technological development. Lastly, related literatures on the roles of government in 

developing industrial cluster are then reviewed.  

2.1. Definition of Key Terms 

The main key word in this thesis in industrial cluster. Broadly defined, 

industrial cluster is geographical concentration of economic activities or enterprises 

whose operations and products are closely related in competitive and 

complementary relationship. Most contemporary definitions of industrial cluster 

derive from the seminal work of Michael Porter on “Clusters and New Economics 

of Competition”. Porter (1998, 2000) defines clusters as geographic concentrations 

of firms and institutions in a particular field. Clusters often encompass a wide 

range of linked industries and other entities which are crucial for competition. In a 

more specific sense, an industrial cluster could be defined as an agglomeration of 
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companies, suppliers, service providers, and associated institutions in a particular 

field. Also included in this concentration are financial providers, educational 

institutions, and governmental institutions of different levels. These entities are 

usually located in proximate geographical space because of their externalities and 

complementarities of different types (World Bank, 2009).  

Yusuf (2008), in addition, defines an industrial cluster as geographically 

contiguous concentration of related and supporting industries that become 

competitive due the synergies deriving from the participation in the value-adding 

cycle of supply chain. Cuimin (2010), on the other hand, defines industrial cluster 

as a group in a specific domain which a number of associated enterprises, 

professional suppliers, service suppliers, related industry suppliers and related 

organizations are drawn to locate near each other because of their intercommunity 

and complementary.  

In similar notion, Klimova, Kozyrev, and Babkin (2015) define a cluster as 

territorial concentration of small and medium-sized enterprises that are highly 

specialized in specific production area and are interdependent on their production 

cycles and are strongly integrated with the local socio-economic environment. In 
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the study of science parks and industrial clustering, Annerstedt (2006) similarly 

defines cluster as a typical combination of firms that are specialized in a selected 

competence field and they depend on close relationships which have been 

developed over a long period of time. Clusters are diverse and complex depending 

on forms, coverage and stage of development.  

While some authors define industrial cluster based on the importance of its 

complementarity to competitiveness, other authors define the concept with the 

emphasis on interdependent relationship of firms within the value chains. As seen 

in various definitions point out earlier, though cluster does not necessarily mean 

the agglomeration of small and medium-size enterprises, the dynamic and 

competitive edge of cluster are strongly dependent on this kind of enterprise. 

Notwithstanding different natures of industrial clusters, Zeng (2010) argues that all 

clusters share a commonality that each comprises a multitude of firms of different 

sizes belonging to one branch of industry. In short, the common characteristic of 

industrial cluster revolves around concentrations – the concentration of firms in a 

particular geographical territory, the concentration of related activities within one 

specific area of core competence, and the concentration of networks and 

relationship of participating firms which support the core activities of clusters.  
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2.2. The Importance of Industrial Cluster in Economic and 

Technology Development  

Though there are different types of industrial clusters, there is a wide 

recognition that clusters promote economic development and innovation in 

different ways. By observing the establishment of industrial districts in England, 

Marshall recognized the importance of localization and the technological 

dynamism within the industrial districts (Chiesa, 2004). The introduction of the so-

called ‘New Economic Geography’ by Paul Krugman in the 1990s further shifted 

the paradigm of economic thinking and brought about new impetus to the 

discussion and research on regional economics and economic geography. 

(Krugman, 1991a, 1991b) developed a model to explain the concentration of 

specific industries in certain location and why firms come to concentrate in certain 

regions. He divided the country or region into high-technology industrialized “core” 

and less industrialized agricultural “periphery”. Moreover, he argues that firms 

locate in the region with larger demand to reduce transportation costs and achieve 

scale economies, but it is the concentration of firms itself that determine the 

location of demand.  
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Porter (1998, 2000), argues that clusters promote competitiveness through 

competition and cooperation. He states that clusters are critical in three different 

ways. First, clusters enhance productivity. Second, they foster firms’ ability to 

innovate; and third they generate the formation of new businesses. He further 

contends that clusters enhance competitiveness in global economy through what he 

called ‘local things’, which include knowledge, relationships and motivation. 

Many studies, in addition, also point out various benefits of cluster 

development. Those benefits include, inter alia, the increase of market efficiency 

through cost reduction, skill and technology spillovers, increase in innovation, 

urban development, as well as FDI attraction. For example, Schmitz (1992) states 

that clustering facilitates small firms’ gains in efficiency and flexibility compared 

to those that are disperse. In the study of cluster-based industrial development in 

East Asia, Sonobe and Otsuka (2006) also point out two advantages of clusters, 

including the development of markets (the facilitation of transaction in parts and 

final products and relocation of skilled labor and entrepreneurs) and the promotion 

of innovation through the attraction of talented human capital. Of equal 

significance, it is strongly evident that clusters generate unique interconnection 

between users and producers and between knowledge creators and business sector. 
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This interconnectedness creates an ecosystem which generates the strong linkage 

between learning and innovation and spillover effects (Meyer-Stamer, 1998; Nadvi, 

1999; Zeng, 2010).  

Besides, there is also a growing recognition that cluster initiative is an 

effective policy mechanism for creating environment which is conductive for 

innovations (Andersson, Schwaag-Serger, Sörvik, & Wise, 2004). Over the last 

few decades, the significant contribution of industrial clusters in enhancing 

competitiveness and overall performance of firms and nations as well as 

innovations increasingly receive wider recognition. Cluster initiatives can enhance 

comprehensive national competitiveness efforts in various ways such as policy 

reform, trade capacity building, a private-public dialogue, regional economic 

development, and workforce development, amongst other things. In addition, 

clusters foster the foundation for knowledge and technological innovations (World 

Bank, 2009).  

In short, the benefits of cluster development could be summed up into three: 

(1) enhance efficiency through cost reduction; (2) create market (the supply ad 
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demand for complementary products, labor and new businesses and service); and 

(3) boost technological improvement and innovation.  

2.3. The Roles of Government in Cluster Development 

There remains divide regarding the roles of government in cluster 

development. One the one hand, neoclassical school of thought argues that 

government’s involvement in cluster development is unnecessary and inefficient. 

On the other hand, some scholars believe that certain involvements of the 

government are instrumental to correct market failures and enhance market 

mechanisms. It is also evident that the roles of government in nurturing the creation 

of industrial clusters are also significant especially in the early stages (Altenburg & 

Meyer-Stamer, 1999; Bianchi & Labory, 2006; Kuroiwa, 2014; Niu, Miles, & Lee, 

2008; Ping, Song, & Di, 2010; Porter, 2000; Sonobe & Otsuka, 2006; Teekasap, 

2009; Yusuf, Nabeshima, & Yamashita, 2008).  

Porter (2000) stresses the importance of institution in cluster development 

and indicates out four important roles the government should play in an economy. 

Those include achieving macroeconomic and political stability, improving general 

microeconomic capacity, establishing overall microeconomic rules and incentives, 
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as well as developing and implementing a positive, distinctive, and long-term 

economic action program. After all the four basic roles are fulfilled, he contends, 

there emerges the fifth role which is ‘facilitating cluster development and 

upgrading’. Porter posits that government policies such as providing export 

promotion, establishing the training and research infrastructure, and setting up the 

industrial park affect the opportunities for upgrading clusters. According to him, 

“…many of the productivity and innovation advantages of clusters rest on 

spillovers and externalities that involve public entities”. 

Ping et al. (2010) similarly argues that the government’s role in the 

evolution of industrial clusters is essential, or even irreplaceable, as the 

development of industrial clusters requires intervention and support from the 

government. According to them, government plays indispensable roles in three 

different stages of industrial cluster development: the early formation of clusters; 

the elimination of negative externalities of industrial clusters; and improving 

external environment in the process of upgrading industrial clusters. In addition, 

the government fulfills four imperative roles, including diverting the negative 

externalities of industrial clusters; enhancing the capacity of clusters through 
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market connectivity; promoting regional brand for clusters; and finally upgrading 

the clusters.  

Teekasap (2009) argues that policies such as export promotion and the 

establishment of firm’s training infrastructure shorten the time for cluster 

development and enlarge the size of cluster. In similar fashion, Niu et al. (2008), 

maintain that strong governments are instrumental in the development of industrial 

cluster and cluster upgrading. They state that the roles of government and research 

institutions are significant in enhancing the clusters’ competences and competitive 

advantages in the global market. Altenburg and Meyer-Stamer (1999), additionally, 

stipulate that public policy such as government support programs which help link 

SMEs to leading enterprises are important in upgrading the cluster. Liberalization 

is not sufficient to enable innovation amongst SMEs, they contend. Therefore, 

policy interventions and supporting institutions are crucial in the development of 

specialized firms within the clusters.  

Of equal significance, some authors emphasize the roles of government’s 

public policy in creating enabling environment for cluster development (Basant, 

2008; Carlsson, 2006). Carlsson (2006) argues that public policy plays six major 

functions in cluster development. Those functions include (1) to assure sufficient 
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knowledge foundation; (2) to create transparent incentive; (3) to promote 

entrepreneurial experiment; (4) to create appropriate market conditions; (5) to 

create or augment resource creation; and (6) to promote positive externalities. 

Basant (2008) puts more focus on macro level of public policy. He argues that 

public policy contributes significantly to cluster development, in the case of the 

emergence of Bangalore. According to him, Bangalore benefited from the public 

policy, both federal and local level, early on. Those policy initiatives generate 

initial investment in infrastructure, industry direction, attractive incentive regime, 

education, and spillovers.  

The roles of government in various aspects of cluster development are also 

mentioned by Choi and Chheang (2013) in their report on the assessment of 

potential development of industrial complex and cluster in Cambodia. They 

highlight the important contribution of government in cluster development, ranging 

from the provision of technical assistance to financial help. In that report, the 

authors provide an encompassing and in-depth analysis of Cambodia’s industrial 

sector development as well as challenges for future development of industrial 

clusters in Cambodia. Drawing from the role of government in successful 
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development in the region, they outline some preconditions, potential models, 

strategies and challenges for the development of clusters in Cambodia.  

Notwithstanding positive prospects of the government’s roles in the 

development of cluster, there are also suggestions that government’s roles should 

kept at minimal level. For example, Carlsson (2006) stipulates that the problem of 

policy intervention in cluster development is so complex that too targeted policies 

are prone to the risk of lock-in and negative externalities in the long run. Similarly, 

Moon (2016) indicates the risk of over-reliance on government support in cluster 

development arguing that government-led cluster is subject to policy change. The 

fact that state-led cluster is influenced by political rather than commercial objective 

makes it prone to failure in the context of political uncertainty. 

The literatures on positive impacts of clusters on economic development 

and innovation are rich, and there is also a wide recognition that government does 

play important roles in providing favorable conditions for the development of 

cluster in various aspects. However, the discussion on Cambodia remains 

extremely limited as the industrial clusters have not yet existed. The closest 

literature to this thesis by far is the work of Choi and Chheang (2013). While their 

work touch upon the strategies for the development of overall cluster, this thesis 
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aims to focus the strategy to develop internationally competitive industrial cluster 

and how the government could help shape the trajectories of cluster development 

from a rather macro perspective. Rather than a wider focus on overall economic 

agents, this thesis seeks to focus solely on the roles of government in breeding 

favorable ground for the development of industrial cluster and their evolution to 

become a competitive cluster through various policy measures. 
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Chapter 3: The Roles of Government in Creating 

Internationally Competitive Industrial Clusters 

 

In this chapter, the roles of government in providing enabling environment 

for industrial cluster development is elaborated. Before the roles of government in 

charting out policy measures are discussed, typologies and pre-conditions for 

industrial cluster development are discussed to shed light on how and to what 

extent government interventions could be favorable to correct market failures and 

create conductive environment for clusters to take shape. The structure of this 

chapter is as follows. In the first section, cluster typologies and pre-conditions are 

introduced. In the next section, conditions for government interventions are 

discussed along with the roles of government in industrial cluster development. 

The roles of government are categorized into three broad categories: enhancing 

favorable framework conditions for industrial development, building national 

innovation system for technology development, and enhancing coordination 

capacities.  
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3.1. Industrial Cluster Development: Typologies and Pre-

conditions 

3.1.1. Cluster Typologies  

There are different types of clusters depending the nature, complexity, and 

growth stage. Porter (1990), distinguishes between vertically-integrated and 

horizontally-integrated clusters. Sternberg (2003) separated clusters into three types: 

spatially, vertical production chains, and highly aggregated group of industries. 

Spatial clusters concentrate in activities in related economic sector mainly through 

the connection with regional science infrastructure. Vertical production chain type 

of cluster is the concentration of firms that perform bordering production processes. 

These firms’ operations are closely linked and they form the core of the cluster or 

the networks surrounding the large core enterprises. Such firms include suppliers, 

assemblers, traders, and customers. Highly aggregated group of industries, in 

contrast, is rather a broad agglomeration of higher level of aggregation or clusters 

of specific industries, for example, sub-sector clusters such as chemical or 

agriculture cluster 
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Besides categorization based on cluster’s nature and complexity, many 

authors also attempt to divide cluster typologies based on ‘cluster life cycle’ or 

stages of development modelled after technology or product-life-cycle. Tichy 

(1998) categorized the cycle of cluster development into four stages including 

creation, growth, maturity and petrification (as cited in Bergman, 2007). Bergman 

(2007) similarly categorizes cluster development into four main phases: formation, 

growth, maturity, and petrification (decline).  

As clusters continue to evolve and adapt, a new model of cluster life cycle 

has been proposed to include change and adaption to explain the evolution of 

cluster life cycle beyond exhaustion stage. Press (2006) divided the dynamics of 

clusters into four stages: emergence, endurance, exhaustion, and decline or 

adaption. In similar fashion, Sonobe and Otsuka (2006) divide cluster development 

into three stages. The first initial stage marks the early period of agglomeration 

when cluster is driven largely by host-country factors endowment such as cheap 

labor and resources. The second stage is quantity expansion stage. It is the period 

when the mass production of goods which utilize the factors gains productivity and 

efficiency. The last stage is quality improvement stage. During quality 

improvement stage, profit margin of mass production decline against the wage rise. 
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Since productivity reaches its ceiling, firms may divest or increase product quality 

through intensive investment in quality improvement and R&D, paving the way for 

new innovations.  

3.1.2. Pre-conditions for Cluster Development  

A number of studies have been conducted to identify and explain the 

conditions which are favorable for cluster development (Fornahl, Henn, & Menzel, 

2010; Fujita, 2001; OECD, 1999, 2001; Porter, 2000; Sonobe & Otsuka, 2006; 

Yusuf, 2008). However, there remains the lack of consensus on specific conditions 

under which cluster could emerge and grow. In this section, several common 

conditions for the emergence and growth of clusters are examined. Though the 

attributes of geographical and social conditions such as weather, history, network 

of relation, and human capital are also important, the focus here is placed on the 

macro perspectives of cluster development to fit for the roles of government and 

public policy initiatives.  

Porter (2000) proposes four conditions for locational competitive advantage. 

The first condition is context for firm strategy and rivalry. This condition involves 

the creation of conductive environment for firms to invest, upgrade and compete. 

The second condition is factor (input) condition. Factor conditions refer to the 
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input (for example resource, labor, capital, and infrastructure) necessary for cluster 

to grow and evolve. The third condition is demand conditions, which involves the 

determination of existing and potential markets (both domestic and international) 

for products manufactured inside the cluster. The last condition is the existence of 

related and supporting industries. This supporting condition involves the 

determination whether networks of suppliers are already in place, and if there is 

competitive firm that could lead the cluster formation.  

Yusuf (2008), on the other hand, lays out nine checklist conditions for a 

cluster development. The first condition is the identification of products and 

services to be produced in clusters. The second condition is the identification of 

cluster geography (location) suitable for the development. The third condition 

involves the calculation whether the capacity to lead, finance and do business is 

viable in the long run as cluster development takes time and is prone to risks. The 

fourth condition deals with incentives schemes offered by national and sub-national 

government to encourage the development cluster in certain location. The fifth 

condition is to assess whether urban labor market with pool of high-skilled labors 

exist for knowledge-intensive cluster to tap on. The sixth condition is the 

assessment of innovation capacity status if enabling fertile ground is ready for 
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cluster to expand, diversify and make adaptation. The seventh condition involves 

the assessment whether potential angel investors and venture capitalists are present 

for cluster diversification and innovation. The eighth condition is whether urban 

setting and infrastructures such as supporting amenities are already in place to 

support the growth of cluster and its workforce. The ninth condition is the 

existence of anchor firms including a hierarchy of firms. 

 The combination of the two sets of pre-conditions enhance the 

understanding of the conditions under which cluster could emerge and growth. On 

the one hand, Porter’s proposed conditions are important for the understanding of 

the dynamics behind cluster formation of general market-led cluster. On the other 

hand, Yusuf’s proposed checklist conditions revolve around state-led cluster 

development model. His procedures allow policy makers to understand necessary 

conditions that have to be met before industrial cluster, especially high-tech, could 

emerge.  
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3.2. The Roles of Government in Creating Industrial 

Cluster 

As briefly discussed in the literature review, the roles of government in 

incubating the emergence and development of industrial cluster are indispensable 

and thus have been widely recognized. There are various sets of roles the 

government could play ranging from maintaining macroeconomic stability to 

providing technical assistance for cluster development. Before elaborating on the 

necessary roles the government could play in incubating industrial cluster, the 

conditions under which government interventions are justified should be first 

discussed. 

3.2.1. Conditions for Government Interventions  

Despite the fact that free market is widely recognized as instrumental in 

enhancing market efficiency and economic competitiveness, the significance of 

minimal government interventions in enhancing market mechanisms and correct 

market failures has also been indicated. Besides maintaining macroeconomic 

stability, the government has a vital role to create economic institutions and market 

environment which are conductive for productivity rise (Porter, 1998, 2000). As 

opposed to the notion of laissez faire and neo-classical economics, the roles of 
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government in raising ‘dynamic competitive advantage’ and ‘efficiency gain’ 

(Jomo, 2003) through ‘functional interventions’ (World Bank, 1993) as well as 

‘market-enhancing’ (Aoki, Kim, & Okuno-Fujiwara, 1998) and ‘efficiency-

enhancing’ (Brons, Groot, & Nijkamp, 2003) activities have been acknowledged. 

Due to the fact that market conditions are not fully developed in the developing 

country and thus not favorable for industrial and cluster development, the roles of 

government in creating ‘favorable framework conditions’ to facilitate the smooth 

and dynamic functioning of market are necessary (Roelandt & Hertog, 1999) 

The development of industrial cluster is a time-consuming and complex 

process. Therefore, it should be reiterated here that the effort to build industrial 

cluster should not be perceived as a disruptive policy intervention aiming to just 

gather economic activities in one location. Rather, it should be understood in the 

perspective of ‘path-dependence’ or ‘co-evolution’ development (see the 

elaboration these two concepts in Press, 2006). Therefore, appropriate policy 

options might help prepare the foundation and orient the existing clusters into the 

trajectories that fit national strategic development. Policy orientation could help 

pave the way for cluster to grow and adapt (Carlsson, 2006). However, even 
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though all required conditions and policies are in place, there is no guarantee that 

cluster will emerge and grow as expected.   

As discussed earlier in this section, the development of clusters could be 

divided based on the stages. The focus of this thesis is on ‘pre-emergence’ stage. 

The emphasis on ‘pre-emergence’ stage of cluster development is important for 

two reasons. First, as Bresnahan, Gambardella, and Saxenian (2001) argue, 

agglomeration conditions that are associated with successful clusters of today were 

actually not present at their initial existence. In order to bring one cluster into birth, 

policy makers need to understand not the current conditions of successful clusters 

but the prevailing conditions before they took off. Those ‘old economy’ conditions 

include firm-building capacities, managerial skills, supply of skilled labor and 

connections to market. Second, only through the understanding of pre-emergence 

conditions, can we understand what set of policies could be applicable for the case 

of Cambodia where cluster is yet to emerge, either through the initiative of 

competitive firms or of the government.  

While government interventions have been credited as an essential catalyst 

for cluster development, its on-going roles however should be limited, selective, 

flexible and appropriate to the changing conditions of national economy. Before 
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elaboration on the roles of government in the development of a competitive 

industrial cluster could be made, it is crucial to understand why the government 

should intervene in the development of industrial clusters from the initial stage. 

There are five possible reasons why government should take the lead.  

First, market failures which are pervasive in the developing countries have 

to be tackled through government intervention (see also E. Y. Park, 2003) to set 

favorable framework conditions for cluster to emerge and grow. Government 

‘market-enhancing’ intervention should facilitate the development of market 

institutions which precipitate the growth of private sector and address market 

failures (Aoki, Murdock, & Okuno-Fujiwara, 1997) such as distorted price, 

monopoly, market imperfections, risk aversion, market or information failure. 

Second, coordination failures are common in developing countries where 

markets are not well developed. The rationale for government is that such 

coordination is hard to come by with free markets in developing countries where 

information failures are pervasive, institutions are feeble, investment uncertainties 

extensive, and learning processes are uncertain (Lall, 2006). As in industrial 

development, cluster development requires high level of coordination, particularly 

in terms of information sharing and investment allocation, between various 
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stakeholders – either amongst government agencies, between government agencies 

and firms, as well as amongst firms. Coordination is not only important for 

industrial growth but also for innovation. On the one end, government coordination 

across economic agents is critical for industrial policy implementation as well as 

resources allocation. One the other end, coordination between agents’ activities 

foster collective learning, the accumulation of technological capacities, and enable 

critical mass (Fornahl et al., 2010). In the creation of learning process, the absence 

of coordination might encourage free riders and privatization of public knowledge 

(Cesaroni & Giuri, 2003). 

Third, intervention of the government is needed for developing countries to 

create scale of economies. Oftentimes, private sector in the developing world lack 

of resources, entrepreneurial capacity and willingness to take risks of investing in 

large-scale capital-intensive projects and acquiring necessary technologies for 

immense operation. Therefore, there requires the so-called ‘Big Push’ investment 

to generate positive externalities (Akkemik, 2008). The case of POSCO in Korea is 

a prime example for this kind of government intervention (E. Y. Park, 2003). 

The fourth reason why government should intervene is to create positive 

externalities for learning process since technology is perceived as public good 
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which is important for society as a whole (Koo, 2005; Nemet, 2012). Basically, 

government’s intervention through investment in R&D or the establishment of 

public research institutions create positive externalities and learning externalities. 

Since technology is perceived as public goods, private firms are hesitant to invest 

at the initial stages. As long as the social rate of investment in R&D and the 

establishment of knowledge-creating platform for society is greater than without 

the investment, the government’s intervention could be justified (Nemet, 2012; 

Roelandt & Hertog, 1999). Porter (1998, 2000) also emphasizes the role of 

government in building and upgrading the so-called ‘public’ or ‘quasi-public’ 

goods which are beneficial for linked businesses.  

The fifth reason why government’s interventions are justified in the 

developing countries is that there is the lack of supply and demand for technology 

necessary for industrial upgrade, technology development and innovation. Given 

the lack of supply and markets for sophisticated technologies in the domestic 

markets of developing economies, the rationale for government intervention is to 

generate supply and demand through both government procurement schemes and 

public R&D programs (Sternberg, 2010).  
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Drawing from the elaborations on the reasons and conditions under which 

government, particularly of the developing countries, should intervene in the 

development of industrial cluster, it is evident the roles of government are of 

critical importance in providing favorable framework conditions for cluster to 

emerge through appropriate industrial development policy and evolve into an 

internationally competitive industrial cluster through various supporting policy 

schemes. In line with this, the following sections will discuss categorize the roles 

of government in creating internationally competitive industrial clusters into three 

overarching roles as follows.   

3.2.2. Enhancing Favorable Framework Conditions for Industrial 

Development   

Favorable framework conditions refer the necessary conditions under which 

efficient and dynamic functioning of free market could take place (OECD, 1999). 

The ultimate objective of enhancing favorable framework conditions is to foster 

economic and industrial development through the provision of conductive 

economic climate where private business activities could be carried out in a more 

efficient way. General economic activities, let alone clusters, cannot expand and 

grow under hostile and fragile market conditions. In this line of reasoning, the role 
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of government in the development of a competitive industrial cluster first starts 

with the provision of favorable framework conditions for markets to function in its 

most efficient way. For free market to functions, the government needs to provide 

the platform through the provisions of appropriate policy supports. With 

developing countries in focus, the elaborations that follow will point out some 

potential requirements and tasks government should do to enhance the national 

competitiveness so as to set favorable ecosystem for cluster to emerge.  

 Assuming that peaceful and stable political environment as well as the 

absence of war and conflict are the generic pre-conditions for economic 

development, the discussion here will begin with ‘building transparent and efficient 

government’ as the first requirement for the creation of conductive framework 

conditions. The first and foremost important requirement for developing country 

that wishes to embark on industrial and cluster development is building a relatively 

clean and efficient governance system with capable bureaucracy that is given 

autonomy in formulating and implementing desired policy. Corruption, the lack of 

transparency, red tape, lack of rule of law, and inefficient bureaucrats are widely 

cited as the main hurdle to economic development in developing countries. On the 

other hand, the successes in overcoming these problems and building an 
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accountable and efficient governance system are cited as the source of success 

stories, particularly in East Asia (see Akkemik, 2008 and Jomo, 2003). Successful 

adaptation and implementation of economic policy require good governance 

system and competent bureaucracy. Otherwise, all policies will remain in the paper 

without meaningful implementation.  

The second requirement is sound macroeconomic policy (see Akkemik, 

2003, Bianchi & Labory, 2006, Jomo, 2003, and OECD, 1999). Having stable and 

predictable macroeconomic environment with low budget deficit, low inflation, 

and competitive exchange rate does not only allow the country to be competitive in 

attracting foreign capital but also serve as the fertile ground for economic activities 

to prosper. On the other hand, macroeconomic instability marked by high inflation, 

stagflation and policy uncertainty downgrades both foreign and domestic investor’s 

confidence and deteriorates national competitiveness.   

Besides, sufficient physical infrastructures such as roads, bridge, rails, 

power grid, sea ports, industrial complexes and science parks are of great 

importance for a country to enhance its national competitiveness and kick-start 

economic development. The lack of physical infrastructure is one of the top 

hindering factor for social and economic development in developing countries. 
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Following years of conflicts and negligence, physical infrastructures in developing 

economies are often in the state of dilapidation, rendering production activities 

costly and uncompetitive. To improve the conditions for economic development 

and national competitiveness in entirety, the development of superior and efficient 

infrastructures should be given priority to reduce the cost of production and 

enhance overall competitive advantage of the country’s productive sectors. 

However, developing efficient infrastructures requires tremendous amount of 

resources and time. This is the field where foreign aid and public-private 

partnership could contribute significantly.  

More importantly, favorable framework conditions require liberal trade 

policy. In the era of global free trade and fragmented production networks, the 

competitiveness of a country is determined by being open and espoused in the 

global value chain networks. Particularly, developing countries with small market 

and limited resources cannot afford to stay isolated. Protectionist policies such as 

import tariff and industry protection are story of the past. Instead, outward-looking 

export-led growth strategy should be actively embraced by developing countries to 

continue to attract export-oriented activities and diversify industrial base. For 

developing countries, exports contribute to the upgrade of productive capacities 
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expansion through the import of capital goods and foreign technology with the 

receipts of foreign exchange (Hobday, 1995 as cited in Akkemik, 2008).  

Another pillar of favorable framework conditions is liberal FDI policy. It is 

commonly argued that FDI plays significant role in poverty reduction and 

economic development of the developing countries. As a result, investment 

liberalization is recommended as an important growth strategy. Since developing 

countries are lacking of resources and technology for export-processing activities, 

inviting FDI is a good policy option. FDI does not only create job and bring in 

investment capital but also introduce necessary technology into the host countries. 

However, investment policy should not be a passive measure to attract multi-

national firms to exploit labor and resources for the benefits of certain interest 

groups. Instead, foreign investment policy should be oriented towards the 

expansion of economic activities, productivity enhancement, and technology 

transfer in the long run. Foreign investment policy could be complemented by 

SME support policy to foster backward linkages and enable technology transfer 

through the participations of SMEs in global and regional value chains.  

Linking with FDI policy, transparent incentive schemes through either 

financial assistance or technical support measures should be developed to enhance 
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attractiveness of the country. Attracting foreign firms to establish operations inside 

the country shall never be the sole purpose of the incentives. Rather, transparent 

incentive scheme reduces uncertainty and lures foreign firms to stay, expand and 

even transfer technology through arranged linkage with local partners that are 

competent to meet minimum standard requirements. More importantly, transparent 

incentive scheme could be used as a tool to encourage and orient foreign firms to 

participate in desired sectors or clusters. Incentive scheme is very beneficial for 

developing countries that wish to attract foreign companies’ operations to create 

job and expand economic activities. However, incentive schemes should be more 

strategic and instrumental in enhancing national productive capacity.  

Another requirement is robust tax and financial system. Uncertain tax and 

poor performing financial system is a common reality in developing countries. 

Uncertain tax system complicates business activities in general and renders 

inefficiency and corruption in particular. On the other hand, poor-performing 

financial system is often cited as the source of low confidence in the economy. The 

lack of trust in financial system discourages domestic saving and investment. More 

importantly, the lack of robust financial system hinders foreign investor’s intention 

to reinvest and expand.  
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Competition policy is an another essential pillar of conductive market 

environment. Developing countries are often plagued by unfair and uncertain 

competition environment as large part of the economy is under the influence of 

either small elites and interest groups with political connections. Thus, having a 

strong competition is the core element to ensure competitive platform for firms to 

compete freely and fairly. Competition policy allows firms either local and foreign 

to play on a common ground under the same rules of the game. Of greater 

significance, under secured environment, competition policy encourages 

participating firms – both domestic and foreign –  to innovate through investment 

in R&D and technology upgrade activities. In this regard, competition policy 

creates opportunities for technology externalities (Ricken, 2011).   

Well-functioning labor market is another crucial element of favorable 

framework conditions. Labor market of developing countries is normally 

characterized by low productivity and skill mismatch.  In this case, developing 

countries should strive to ensure that sufficient number of labor with appropriate 

skills are able to fulfill the market demands through careful planning and 

appropriate labor policy. Without proper job market information, skill mismatch 

and underutilization of potential labor is sure to result. Thus, Investment in 
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education and training is thus of paramount importance. While formal education is 

important to equip labor force with skills for the future, in-house vocational 

training helps upgrade skills and productivity of current workers (see Akkemik, 

2008).  

3.2.3.  Building National Innovation System (NIS) for Technological 

Catch-up 

While enhancing framework conditions for efficient functioning of the free 

market is preponderant in setting the ground for overall business performance and 

the emergence of potential agglomeration, building up NIS to enhance absorptive 

capacity and foster indigenous technology development is of equal significance to 

enhance the competitiveness of national industries and clusters in the future. 

Technology development is indispensable for long-term economic development 

and sustainability of national competiveness. Though it is obvious that expanding 

industrial base is of greater immediate importance to enhance the development 

prospect of developing countries, building national technological capacity is a 

costly and time-consuming task which should be carried gradually from the early 

stage despite resource constraints. 
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For developing countries, building absorptive capacities is crucial in two 

ways. Possessing strong technological capacity increases the opportunities for 

accumulation, adaptation, assimilation, imitation and improvement of foreign 

technologies which are acquired through either the purchase of foreign 

technologies and technology transfer from MNCs. Without sufficient absorptive 

capacity to make sense of the technologies at stake, technology transfer, let alone 

technology spillovers, could not take place, and the country will be stuck in the 

middle-income trap. A country cannot simply anticipate that technology will be 

transferred and diffused into the economy with the presence of MNCs. Instead, 

more proactive initiatives should be put in place to equip the country with adequate 

level of technological capacity through enhancing national absorptive capacities to 

adopt, imitate, improve and diffuse the technology. To develop internationally 

competitive industrial cluster, thus, the government needs to strive to build national 

technological capacity through the development of NIS. The following sections 

will discuss some required tasks the government of developing countries should 

embark on to build NIS. 

The first requirement for the development of NIS is the existence of clear 

and precise science, technology and innovation policy (STIP). The lack of clear 
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policy framework leads to the negligence of science and technology sector. In this 

case, the government of developing countries have to play active role in 

determining focal sectors and support legal frameworks to direct the 

implementation of policy. Within the evolving external environment of disruptive 

technologies, flexible policy frameworks should be utilized with consideration of 

national advantage. In line with this, STIP shall not be implemented as a 

standalone policy but rather in synchronization with trade, industrial development, 

labor and education policy. In other words, STIP should be implemented in suppor 

of industrial development policy according to national development stages. On the 

other hand, industrial development policy could be used as a strategic tool to 

ensure that current core competence is well-captured (OECD, 2001; Ricken, 2011).  

In addition to having clear and precise STIP in place, another important 

component of NIS is technology infrastructure. The government carries the main 

responsibility for the development of technology infrastructure given its 

significance for economic and technological development as well as spillover 

externalities for innovations. Technology infrastructures could be broadly divided 

into two types: soft and hard infrastructure. Soft infrastructure refers to the system 

which support the development of technology. The example of soft infrastructure 
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could be metrology, testing, and standard system. Given the importance of 

standardized system in all productive activities and economic development, 

government should play leading role in the establishment and management of the 

system. Accurate measurement and ability to meet rigid standards are essential for 

national competitiveness, particularly in export market (Metcalfe, 2003).  

Besides standardized quality control system, hard infrastructure such as 

public research institutes, laboratories, universities, science parks, and research 

facilities should also be provided by the state to create a platform for the quality 

researches and continuous evolution of technologies. The significant contribution 

of public research institutions and universities as knowledge-creating agents are 

widely recognized. In this regard, it is of utmost importance to equip public 

research institutions and universities with top-notch facilities that enable various 

research projects to be carried out. Hard infrastructure is not only vital for policy 

support but also technical support for businesses in developing new products and 

services. Moreover, public research institutes and universities play critical role in 

generating knowledge and innovation in design and process technologies which are 

beneficial to the whole economy (Ricken, 2011) 
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Well-established and functioning NIS must be supported by a strong and 

dynamically-tailored education and training system to respond to the demand of 

qualified researchers and scientists. The lag of technology development in 

developing countries is partly the result of the lack of qualified research personnel 

and brain drain. In this connection, it is necessary to align education and training 

policy with the needs of science and technology development strategy. Human 

resource is critical not only for building absorptive capacity but also the future of 

indigenous technology development. The design of education and training system 

should correspond to the actual need of market and the strategic orientation for 

technology development in the future. While specialized technical training allows 

the country to enhance competitiveness in the production of high-technology 

products, raising standards of education in science and technology research could 

help increase the supply and quality of skilled people who are instrumental in the 

development of advanced technologies and innovations. On the other hand, efforts 

to bring back scientists and researchers as well as recruiting human capital from 

abroad could also be the solution to brain drain (Ricken, 2011). Hence, government 

needs to be proactive in fulfilling the needs of highly qualified human resources 
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through the provision of incentives and high quality social infrastructures such as 

accommodations, schools, and health care facilities.  

Furthermore, to have a robust and dynamic NIS, the government’s role is to 

shape the supply and demand of technology through public R&D programs (OECD, 

1999; Ricken, 2011). Given the fact that market environment in developing 

countries is not conductive for private firms to invest in in-house R&D activities, 

R&D investment amongst private sector is very limited. Since technology is 

regarded as public good which is crucial for economic development and national 

competitiveness, the state should play central role, at least in spearheading these 

activities. In this scenario, the government plays indispensable role in kick-starting 

national R&D programs through public funding and various support programs. 

Through public funding and investment in R&D activities, the government could 

shape the demand of high technology through public procurement on one hand, and 

generate the supply of technology through the creation of positive spillover 

externalities. Experience from NIEs show that the provision of public R&D 

allowed the government to steer technology development in the early stage of 

development and induce R&D activities when market became much mature.  
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On top of all facilitating activities which foster technology development 

and innovation within NIS, the issue of intellectual property rights protection 

should also be an issue of concern. The introduction of the Agreement on Trade-

Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) has made the protection of 

intellectual property rights (IPR) a norm regarding technology transfer even 

amongst developing countries, raising the barrier for poorest countries to start 

industrialize. Though it is not advisable that developing countries should strongly 

enforce IPR in the initial stage of industrial or cluster development (Sonobe & 

Otsuka, 2006), the incorporation (or maybe flexible and selective implementation) 

of IPR will help foster technology transfer from multinational firm, which would 

not be available with loose IPR. As the country’s technology capacity continues to 

grow, the protection of IPR will become increasingly important (Ricken, 2011). 

Therefore, the protection should be implemented with cautions in the early stage of 

industrialization and cluster development but intensify when cluster evolve into 

technology-intensive one.  

3.2.4.     Enhancing Coordination Capacity  

While the roles of government in enhancing conductive conditions for 

industrial development and building up NIS are critical in breeding conductive 
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foundation for industrial growth, the helping hand of government shall not be 

simply terminated there. Coordination is crucial for the successful implementation 

of industrial and cluster policy. Coordinating roles of the government could be 

divided in two groups. The first one is coordinating cross-agency policy 

implementation, and the second one is providing business support services. 

As discussed earlier, the reason why government should intervene in cluster 

development is because of the coordination failures which are resulted from 

miscoordination of information. The complex nature and nuances of supporting 

policies for industrial and cluster development as well as limited resource 

availability require high level of coordination to ensure effective communication 

and efficient resources allocation. Since the responsibilities and functions of 

industrial development are spread across variety of government institutions, 

effective communication and coordination of responsibilities are of great challenge. 

In addition, political battle for institutional power and day-to-day issues often 

subsume large chunk of policy discussion, overshadowing long-term goal for 

enhancing national competitiveness (Wignaraja, 2003).  The lack of 

communication and coordination could lead to the waste of resource, redundant 

investment and implementation failure. The solution to this coordination failure is 
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providing implementation authority to an overarching coordinating agency with 

strong enforcement power to coordinate different policy agendas and monitor the 

implementation progress.  

 The second coordinating role of government is providing business support 

services. The significance of business support services is paramount in industrial 

development as well as the development a competitive cluster. Yet, private sector 

in developing countries lack of resources and expertise to undertake the task. 

Therefore, the government shall take the leading role as the provider of business 

support services. The term business support services could broadly refer to support 

programs that assist the incubation of business activities or enhance the likelihood 

of business success which might not happen without such services. There are four 

major reasons why government should intervene in the provision of business 

support services.  

The first reason is related to adverse selection issues that derive from 

inefficiencies and discrepancies that emerge during the exchange of information. 

The second reason is that business support services are often perceived as public 

good. Therefore, providing such non-profit activities is not performed by private 

sector. Third reason involves mixed goods which do not generate sufficient profit 
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for the participation of private sector. The last one is wider positive externalities. 

The provision of such professional services to SMEs, for example, could generate 

wider impacts for economic development but could be calculated in specific profit 

(Bellini, 2006). 

The roles of government in coordinating business support services are very 

essential for industrial and cluster development since the lack of information and 

expertise constrain private firms, mostly SMEs, from realizing their full potentials. 

Therefore, the roles of government in providing assistance in terms of design, 

marketing, linkage, and technology transfer are of great necessity. In terms of 

technology development, the gap between generic technologies and 

commercialization is huge, and it requires the coordination from the government. 

Another example of business support service is related to the provision of finance. 

Given the risk aversion and lack of entrepreneurial expertise in developing country, 

the support service such venture capital does not exist. In this case, governmental 

business support agencies such as specialized development bank or investment 

promotion agency should take up the task to provide seed capital and expertise to 

help incubate the business operations 
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Chapter 4: Case Studies: The Roles of Government in 

Creating Daedeok Innopolis (Korea) and Hsinchu Science 

Park (Taiwan, China)  

 

East Asian NIEs like Korea and Taiwan (China) have emerged as a global 

high-tech powerhouse as witnessed in their respective share of high-tech exports. 

Through ‘Big Push’ industrialization policy and painstaking indigenous technology 

development, both Korea and Taiwan had managed to achieve development 

miracles within the lifetime of a generation. The emergence of competitive 

industrial clusters in these two countries is not a coincidence. It is, one could say 

partly, the result of careful planning and orientation of the government. Given their 

rapid transformation from labor intensive exporters to dominant players in high-

tech industries, their success stories remain uniquely inspiring cases for developing 

countries that wish to embark for industrialization and technology development 

based on export-led growth strategy.  

4.1. Cases Selection Rationales 

Korea and Taiwan serve the purpose of this comparative analysis in four 

different ways. First, if the size of the country has impacts on the how economic 
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policy and development approach are undertaken, the cases of Korea and Taiwan 

provide the unique example for Cambodia given their relatively similar size. This 

would be a distant comparison due to dissimilarities in culture, domestic economic 

setting, and external environment when Korea and Taiwan embarked on 

industrialization in the 1960s compared to contemporary situation that Cambodia is 

facing. Second, Korea and Taiwan kick-started their industrialization from a low-

profile foundation relying on cheap labor and exports which is similar to 

Cambodia’s current stage of development. While these characteristics are not 

unique to these two economies, the fact that both had managed to breakthrough and 

leapfrog into innovation-driven economy provides further insight into technology 

development experience and how to tackle middle-income trap. Third, it is widely 

acknowledged that the governments of the two countries played strategic roles in 

industrialization and undertook arm’s-length interventions to push for the 

development of indigenous technology. This ‘developmentalist’ approach fits the 

purpose of the discussion in this thesis. Fourth, despite similarities in export-led 

growth and government’s interventions in technology development, the strategies 

embraced by Korea and Taiwan were different and thus provide diverse insights for 

benchmarking. Indeed, while Korea was promoting national champion, known as 
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Chaebols, Taiwan was known to focus on the development of SMEs. Lastly, 

despite strategic interventions in cluster development, the implementation of 

industrial and cluster policy was mainly carried out by private firms while the 

governments were largely playing incubating roles by providing conductive 

conditions as well as financial and technical assistances.   

To examine the roles of Korean and Taiwanese governments played in 

setting up favorable conditions for the development of competitive industrial 

cluster from macro perspectives, the roles of government will be broadly discussed 

in three categorizations elaborated in the preceding chapter – enhancing favorable 

framework conditions, building NIS, and enhancing coordination capacity – with 

the due focus on Daedeok Innopolis (DDI) and Hsinchu Science Park (HSP).  

4.2.  South Korea: Daedeok Innopolis 

Korea has achieved miraculous success in transforming its economy from 

agriculture base emerging from the ashes of war into an innovation-driven 

economy within the span of a generation. Of currency, Korea is the 4th largest 

economy in Asia and 11th largest in the world. Spearheaded by globally 

competitive conglomerates, Korea is now a global leader in high-tech industries 
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such as semiconductor, electronics, computer-related products, and ICT. In 2014, 

Korea was the third largest patent holder within the triadic patent families and in 

ICT sector under Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), behind just the US and Japan.
3
 

In 2015, Korea accounted for 5.9 percent of global export market share of 

computer, electronic, and optical industry, the second largest amongst OECD 

countries after the US. Korea ranked 2
nd

 in terms of R&D expenditure amongst 

OECD countries in 2015, spending more 4.23 percent of total GDP, almost double 

the OECD average (OECD, 2016). Proactive roles of government in steering the 

development of strategic industries and R&D competencies have been attributed to 

Korea’s success in the field of technology and innovation (Amsden, 1989; An & 

Radu, 2016; Lall, 2006; E. Y. Park, 2003; S. O. Park, 2008; S. O. Park & Chung, 

2012) 

In retrospect, industrialization in Korea began in 1962 with the introduction 

of the first Five-Years Economic and Social Development Plan. From the early 

stages, Korean government realized the importance of clusters in industrial 

development and support the development of industrial complexes across the 

                                                           
3
 Triadic patent families refer the aggregated number of patents applied under European Patent 

Office (EPO), 

the Japan Patent Office (JPO), and the US Patent & Trademark Office (USPTO). 
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nation to accommodate industry promotion policy at each growth stages. 

Throughout 1960s, Korea’s exports were concentrated in light industries and 

industrial complexes were located in Seoul and surrounding regions due to the lack 

of infrastructure and capital. When the country’s competitive advantage in cheap 

labor shifted away, Korea embarked on a new growth strategy driven by heavy and 

chemical industry in the 1970s. Large-scale industrial complexes in different 

provinces were constructed to host new industries. In 1980s, while more industrial 

complexes were established to accelerate consolidation of heavy and chemical 

industry, more regional and agricultural complexes were constructed to promote 

balance growth. In 1990s, variety of industrial complexes were established to host 

knowledge-based and high-tech industries. In 2000s, industrial complexes were 

developed as specialized clusters based on high-tech industries. Following 2010s, 

the efforts were to repurpose and renovate existing industrial complexes to 

reinforce technology convergence, innovation and diffusion of new knowledge. In 

2013, all industrial complexes contributed 69 percent of Korea’s total 

manufacturing production and 78.5 percent of Korea’s total exports (Korea 

Industrial Complex Corporation, 2015).  
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 The embarkation on heavy and chemical industry in the early 1970s 

increased the demand for technologies. In addition, throughout 1970s and 1980s, 

Korean firms relied greatly on foreign technologies and cheap labor for their 

exports. With the emergence of new players, techno-protectionism, and wage rise, 

it became increasingly difficult for Korean firms to acquire technology via informal 

channels. This event pressured Korean government to adopt new strategy to 

develop new competitive advantage based on indigenous technology and 

innovation capacity. However, R&D capacity among Korean private firms was 

extremely weak (Lee, 2001). The government responded by pouring resources into 

public R&D activities to foster indigenous technology development. Originally, 

Daedeok Science Town (also known as Daedeok Science Town and Daedeok 

Science and Research Complex) was tasked to become the hub of government-

sponsored public research institutes to provide necessary R&D infrastructures for 

national technology development and facilitate joint research and utilization of 

R&D facilities amongst private firms, universities and research institutes (An & 

Radu, 2016; Innopolis Foundation; Korea Industrial Complex Corporation, 2015; 

Lee, 2001).  
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As Korea’s technological and innovative capacities continue to upgrade, the 

roles of Daedeok Science Town had also evolved. Throughout 1980s and 1990s, 

private research institutes and firms were attracted by incentives and high-skilled 

labors and began to locate inside the park. At the beginning, the government spent 

80 percent of R&D; however, in 1982, private R&D expenditure exceeded that of 

the government for the first time. At the same time, R&D capacities of public 

research institutes and universities became more advanced. In 2005, Daedeok 

Science Town was given the status of Daedeok Special R&D Zone and was 

renamed to Daedeok Innopolis (DDI), to play the role as national hub for 

convergence of science and technology connecting other regional hubs. The current 

roles DDI are facilitating technology transfer, technology commercialization and 

providing business supports for start-up ecosystem (Innopolis Foundation).  

As the first national Special R&D Zone, DDI is by far the largest, most 

comprehensive and most dynamic innovation cluster in terms of R&D funding, 

patents, commercialization, and employment. To date, DDI hosts 1,611 tenant 

institutes, amongst which are 26 government research institutes, 9 public research 

institutes, 7 universities, 1,521 private firms. With almost 6.2 billion USD in R&D 

funding, Innopolis Daedeok employs 30,242 engineers and researchers, 24,539 of 
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whom (or more than 81 percent) hold master’s degree or higher. In terms of patents 

and technology transfer, DDI topped the list with 75,760 registered patents in 2015 

and earned 57.65 million USD in technology transfer fee (Innopolis Foundation, 

2016b). 

The success of DDI in transforming from a government-led R&D outpost 

into a dynamic and comprehensive innovation cluster is undeniable. Korean 

government has been playing incubating role through proactive public policies, 

support programs, financial assistances through the provisions of incentives and 

R&D funding, as well as coordinating activities in technology transfer and 

commercialization. In this connection, the following sections will discuss various 

roles Korean government played in support of the creation and evolution of DDI. 

Interventionist roles of the Korean government in steering industrial 

policies have been widely recognized as the driving force behind successful 

industrialization and technological catch-up in Korea (see for example 

Amsden,1989 and Park, 2003). The essence of government’s strategic interventions 

was to allocate limited resources in a more efficient way and provide conductive 

environment where firms could grow and compete in the international market. As 

indicated earlier, the same approach was also applied in cluster development as 
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cluster policy and industry promotion policy were implemented hand in hand. 

More importantly, the government has been restructuring R&D policy goals and 

functions of DDI in accordance with different growth stages (An & Radu, 2016). 

Of currency, DDI is tasked with four main functions: basic research, application 

and R&D, commercialization of technology, and connecting to global network, and 

is specialized in four major fields: IT Convergence, biomedical, Nano convergence, 

and precision equipment (Innopolis Foundation, 2016a) 

At macro level, the roles of government in maintaining macroeconomic 

stability, heavy investment in training and education, and infrastructure 

development were strongly evident, especially in the early stage. In terms of cluster 

development, various government support such as substantial assistance from the 

government, effective incentives for industrial park development, adequate legal 

framework, customized support-system, and long-term plan for industrial cluster 

development are cited as the factors which contributed to the success of cluster 

development in Korea (Kim, 2015). Besides, thanks to strong and competent 

bureaucracy, Korean government was able to successfully execute subsequent 

economic policies by using limited resources to foster strategic industries and 

technology development as deemed fit for national economic goals. Beginning 
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from the early 1960s, Korean government was able to mobilize resources to 

construct industrial complexes in every province to fit with different industrial 

needs. The government then used various incentives schemes such as discounted 

purchase of industrial site, provision of utilities at preferential rate, and other 

financial assistance to encourage exporting firms to locate in industrial complexes 

(Lee, 2001).  

Aside from favorable economic environment at national level which had 

improved as the national economy was matching forward, clear cluster 

development programs which had been adopted since the early stage also helped 

reinforce the roles and functions of DDI. In the early stages of development, the 

government laid out numerous policies and support programs aimed to foster 

cluster development. Those policies include, for instance, Long-Term 

Comprehensive Plan for Science & Technology (1968), Regional Industrial 

Development Law (1969), Framework Plan for the Development of the Science 

Research and University Complex (1971), National R&D Program (1982), among 

many other laws and regulations (Korea Industrial Complex Corporation, 2015; 

Lee, 2001; Mitchell, 1997). A number of laws, regulations and programs, such as 

Proclamation of the Daedeok Valley, the Special Act on Support of the Daedeok 
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Special Research and Development Zone, the Special Act on the Development of 

Daedeok Innopolis, as well as the Law of Technology Transfer Promotion, were 

adopted in early 2000s to foster the transformation of DDI into innovation-driven 

cluster (H. Park, Kang, & Kim, 2011).  

In addition to legal framework and support policies, the government also 

played pivotal role in establishing supporting R&D infrastructures in order to 

transform DDI into NIS which connects all regional innovation hubs. The 

establishment of Daedeok as the science town per se is the case in point where 

supporting technology infrastructure was provided by the government since the 

early stage. Initially, the government located 4 public research institutes and 1 

university to kick-start public R&D activities. The presence of training institutes 

like Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST), Electronic and 

Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI), and Korea Research Institute of 

Standards and Science (KRISS) places DDI at the forefront of national innovation. 

More importantly, the government has continued to invest significantly in R&D 

activities, particularly in DDI. For instance, government invested 80 percent of 

R&D expenditure throughout 1970s. The main purpose was first to foster 

collaboration amongst public research institutes, universities and private firms and 
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then create a self-sustaining cluster by combining R&D and production facilities. 

Government procurement program was also introduced in the 1980s to increase 

demand for technology (Mitchell, 1997). 

Of equal significance, the government has put great effort in providing 

coordination and business support services to support interaction and collaboration. 

The introduction of Participatory Government in 2003 and Special Act on 

Balanced National Development in 2004 marked the expansion of regional 

specialized cluster as regional governments are now given more autonomy (Korea 

Industrial Complex Corporation, 2015). More importantly, even before 

sophisticated business support programs were introduced in 1990s and 2000s, 

Korean government established Korea Technology Development Corporation, a 

bank specialized in financing development and commercialization of technology 

(Mitchell, 1997). As time passes, more support programs such as venture capital 

and incubation programs were introduced and upgraded with the establishment of 

Innopolis Foundation in 2005.  

4.3. Taiwan (China): Hsinchu Science Park 

Similar to Korea, Taiwan has achieved rapid economic development and 

become the one of the first tier NIEs to successfully industrialize. When 
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Goumindang government retreated from mainland China to Taiwan, it was 

predominantly agricultural society. With painstaking industrialization and 

technological catch-up efforts, Taiwan is now at the global forefront of high-tech 

industries, such as computer, semiconductor, and ICT, similar to Korea. Taiwan is 

a very competitive technology-based economy. In the Global Competitiveness 

Report 2017-2018, Taiwan ranks 15 out 137 economies surveyed. Taiwan is 

amongst the top R&D spender, spending around 2.38 percent of GDP on R&D 

expenditure in 2015. In 2014, Taiwan held 313 ICT patents registered under PCT 

and accounted for 5.22 percent of global market share in ICT export in 2015 

(OECD, 2016). With the explosion of personal computer, mobile communication 

devices, consumer electronics and IoT (Internet of Things), Taiwan is well-

positioned to capture large chunk of market share in these sectors. Taiwan’s 

economic development path was very similar to Korea given the role government 

played in fostering industrialization and indigenous technology development 

(Akkemik, 2008; Amsden, 2003; Hobday, 1995; Lall, 2006; Mathews, 1997; Wade, 

1990). 

From agriculture base, Taiwan’s industrialization began with labor-

intensive manufacturing export in the 1960s. The island’s manufacturing base 
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continued to expand into capital-intensive manufacturing through continuous 

introduction of Export Processing Zones (EPZs) throughout the 1970s. When 

economic crisis hit the world in the 1970s due to global oil shock, exports to the 

markets of developed countries witnessed contraction and economy began to 

stagnate. To upgrade national competitiveness, the government came up with a 

plan to build new engine of growth based on technology through industrial 

technology upgrade and indigenous technology development. It was in 1973 that 

the Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI) was established by the 

Ministry of Economic Affair with the task to identify potential technology and 

build technical capacity for Taiwan’s high-tech industry (C.-P. Chen, Chien, & Lai, 

2013; Mathews, 1997).  

Based on the success of EPZs, the government with the framework 

recommendations from National Council for Science (now Ministry of Science and 

Technology) established Hsinchu Science Park (HSP) in 1980 to spearhead 

industrial technology upgrade and innovation. HSP was explicitly developed 

modelling after California’s Silicon Valley to foster innovation through 

collaboration between public research institutes, universities and private firms. 

More strategically, HSP was created to be not just the center for R&D activities but 
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also production base with its own industrial estates built ready to accommodate 

participating firms to utilize Taiwan’s existing competitiveness in manufacturing 

sector. Therefore, it was also known ‘Silicon Valley of Hardware’ with the focus 

on the production of high-tech manufacturing (Mathews, 1997). 

When HSP was established, there were only 14 companies invested in the 

park (C.-P. Chen et al., 2013). Almost four decades on, HSP is now a leading high-

tech industrial cluster not only in semi-conductor and computer hardware but also 

biomedical. The 487 private companies in HSP which are now highly specialized 

in integrated circuits, computer and peripherals, communications, optoelectronics, 

precision machinery, and biotechnology brought about 34.5 billion USD in revenue 

in 2016. In 2015, companies in HSP spent 6.9 billion USD, or 6.6 of sale revenues, 

on R&D activities.
4
 HSP employed 150,653 employees in 2016, 32 percent of 

whom hold master’s degree or higher. In 2014, 2,901 patents from HSP alone were 

approved (Hsinchu Science Park Bureau, 2016).  

Obviously, HSP is the brainchild of Taiwanese government and it is still 

managed under the oversight of Hsinchu Science Park Bureau (HSPB) of MOST. 

Therefore, the facilitating roles of the government in bringing HSP to birth is 

                                                           
4
 Converted from NTD to USD based on 2017 exchange rate 
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crystal clear. Like in Korea, the government was instrumental in intervening in the 

market to orient strategic industries which it deemed fit for economic development. 

At macro level, the government provided favorable market conditions by 

maintaining macroeconomic stability, building physical infrastructures, and 

investing in education and training (see Lall, 2006 and Wade, 1990).  

The case of HSP is the example of government-led effort to induce 

‘industrial ecology’ to generate substance for cluster development (Mathews, 1997). 

More importantly, from the beginning, HSP was built to be full-fledged venue for 

working and living. HSP has been equipped with service facilities, single and 

family accommodation, recreational space, schools, technical college, universities 

as well as other necessary facilities to host and attract highly-qualified workforce, 

bring top-notched technologies and R&D activities, and form the base for high-tech 

industry (C.-P. Chen et al., 2013). With the introduction of the Statute for the 

Establishment and Administration of a Science-based Industrial Park in 1979, the 

government was striving to consolidate the provision of industrial and R&D 

infrastructure in HSP (Mathews, 1997). In the initial stage, the government was 

also offering attracting tax incentives for both foreign and domestic companies to 

move into the park. For example, the government placed only 22 percent income 
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tax rate on companies inside the park compared with 35 percent base rate for firm 

elsewhere on the island. Tax exemption was also given to imported machinery (T.-

J. Chen, 2008). All facilities and incentive schemes were to make sure HSP was 

well-equipped with highly attractive environment for firms to invest and grow their 

businesses.  

HSP does not only play the role as the main driver behind Taiwan’s high-

tech manufacturing industry and cluster formation but also the central force behind 

NIS (C.-P. Chen et al., 2013). The government was instrumental in designing this. 

The rational choice for the location of HSP was the proximity of the park to ITRI 

and two other top-graded universities: National Chiao Tung University and 

National Tsing Hua University. The government also invested heavily in 

establishing numerous public research institutes inside the parks. Those include 

ITRI, National High-Speed Network Computer Center, Food Industry Research 

and Development, National Space Center, National Synchrotron Radiation 

Research Center, Chip System Design Center, Apparatus Technology Research 

Center, Nano Assembly Laboratory as well as many other state-sponsored 

laboratories (C.-P. Chen et al., 2013). Until recently, the government has continued 

to contribute significantly in R&D efforts though most activities are now funded by 
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private firms. In 1986, for example, HSPA launched ‘Science Park Technology 

Innovation R&D Incentive Program’ to foster innovations through R&D (C.-P. 

Chen et al., 2013). Utilizing nearby universities, technical colleges, and public 

research institutes, the government also assists HSP firms through in-service 

training programs.  

More importantly, to generate supply of sophisticated technology in the 

initial stage when private firms were lacking in-house capacity, the government 

facilitated the spinning-off two companies. The first company, United 

Microelectronics Corporation (UMC), was established in 1982 by a team of 

engineers from ITRI with government and state-bank funding. The company was 

specialized in semiconductor device fabrication. The second company, Taiwan 

Semiconductor Manufacturing Corporation (TSMC), was the joint venture between 

government, domestic firms and Dutch company Philips, specializing in 

semiconductor foundry. UMC and TSMC had played competitive and 

complementary roles in generating supply of technology-intensive semiconductor 

devices for smaller domestic device makers. While their existence allowed 

contracting industries to grow, their competition generated positive externalities 

that drive agglomeration of activities in HSP (T.-J. Chen, 2008). 
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In terms of coordination, the government was able to coordinate activities 

and micromanage the operations of the cluster through local government and 

HSPA while keeping on maintaining favorable conditions at national level (T.-J. 

Chen, 2008). HSPA serves as one-stop shop to provide facilitating services and 

manage incentive programs for all HSP firms (C.-P. Chen et al., 2013). The role of 

government research institutes such as ITRI and companies like UMC and TSMC 

were also important in coordinating R&D, technology transfer, development, and 

commercialization. Without such close-knit coordination amongst these 

government entities, the investment and research projects would not have resulted 

in what is seen today. Back in 1980, Taiwan had no venture capital. Therefore, the 

government was also instrumental in coordinating funding by establishing 

government-back venture capital and induce private venture participation. The 

government passed legislations to create conductive environment for venture 

capitalists to support entrepreneurs. As a result, venture capital increase 

significantly and reach its 1 billion USD peak in 2000 before government reduced 

the subsidy (C.-P. Chen et al., 2013). 
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4.4. Comparison of Case Studies 

The comparison of the two elaborated cases indicate similarities in terms of 

growth pattern and government strategy embraced by both economies. Since Korea 

and Taiwan began their industrialization at relatively similar time and from 

relatively similar low base, they were exposed to similar external market 

environment. As successful NIEs, both Korea and Taiwan initially embraced 

export-oriented growth strategy by focusing first on labor-intensive light industry 

in which they had advantage. In the following development stages, they rapid 

upgraded their industrial technology and expanded production base to capital-

intensive industry and finally reached the current status of knowledge-driven and 

technology-intensive economy. Equally important, the two also share similarity in 

terms of their success in industrialization and competitive industries. Now standing 

at the forefront of global high-tech industry, both Korea and Taiwan are highly 

specialized in similar fields such as ICT, semiconductor, and mobile 

communications, though Korea has a more diversified manufacturing base 

expanding to internationally competitive automobile and shipbuilding sector. Also 

of similarity is central roles of government in steering the economic development 

in both Korea and Taiwan. Various efforts and proactive interventions were 
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undertaken by both governments in fostering the development of indigenous 

technology and innovation through R&D funding and support programs.  

Nonetheless, there are some observable divergences in development 

approaches between the two as well. Despite the fact that government had heavy 

hand in the economic development of both economies, the implementation agents 

were different and that is evident even today. While Korean government was 

grooming Chaebols up for the task of industrialization and international 

competition, Taiwan has been known to be the realm of SMEs binding together 

through a number of specialized associations. In addition, while Taiwan was 

relatively open to FDI, Korean preferred restrictive measures until restructuring in 

the late 1990s after Asian Financial Crisis. This approach has implications for both 

countries’ approaches to technology accumulation. While Korean government was 

keen on acquiring technology through informal channels such as reverse 

engineering and turn-key factories, Taiwan preferred technology transfer from 

MNCs through their extensive networks of sub-contracting manufacturers. This 

explains why there are more global brands from Korea compared to Taiwan since 

Taiwanese firm are working behind curtain of global value chains.  
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In terms of cluster development, there are both similarities and differences. 

Basically, the roles of government are heavy in both cases. From spatial dimension, 

both governments were instrumental in selecting central location where the 

government believed collaboration would happen. Also similar is their approach to 

induce private R&D through provision of R&D funding and technology 

infrastructure. Their cluster approach could be said to be the intentional creation of 

cluster ecosystem induced by fostering public-sponsored R&D activities and 

provisions of highly-skilled workforce through the existence of public research 

institutes and universities to drive research collaborations and knowledge diffusion.  

However, the difference could be observable through both clusters’ 

evolution. DDI was established first hand as R&D hub that served as the platform 

for knowledge diffusion and innovation generation and later evolved in innovation 

cluster when production facilities began to move in the complex.  HSP was 

intentionally established to be industrial park following the model of EPZ. 

Therefore, HSP was equipped with housing and production facilities from the start. 

The elaboration on similarities and differences is to indicate different paths to 

successful implementation of clusters in both cases. Considering the foundation 

both Korea and Taiwan started from and how success of internationally 
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competitive high-tech clusters could be nurtured, both serve as good example for 

Cambodia which is now at the dawn of industrialization. Further implications and 

policy suggestions are the topic of next chapter’s discussion.   
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Chapter 5: Implications, Policy Suggestions, and 

Conclusion  

This final chapter is divided into three parts. The first part discusses the 

overall implications for Cambodian government on the potential approach to 

industrial cluster development and strategy to enhance competitiveness of future 

cluster. The second part will provide some possible policy suggestions Cambodian 

government should take into consideration if internationally-competitive industrial 

cluster is to be created, maybe in the medium term. Last but not least, the final part 

will conclude the discussion of this thesis.  

5.1. Implications for Cambodia’s Industrial Cluster Development  

Following the flying gees paradigm, a good number of countries in East and 

Southeast Asia have successfully embarked on export-led industrialization since 

1960s. Leading the wave was Japan which was the first country in Asia to 

industrialize and join the developed world. The trend was joint by the first tier of 

NIEs including Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and Hong Kong, also known as Asian 

Four Tigers, which had witnessed rapid industrialization through 1970s and 1980s 

and graduated into high-income country group since 1990s. A group of Southeast 
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Asian countries such as Malaysia, Thailand, and Indonesia which began 

industrialization in the 1980s and 1990s later joint the trend and form the second 

tier of NIEs. Though impressive progresses have been made, none of the second 

tier country has been as successful as the first group. Some might argue that those 

second tier NIEs are stuck in the so-called ‘middle-income trap’. Another three 

regional economies including China, Vietnam and the Philippines later joint the 

trend and formed the third tier group. With the exception of China, which is now 

an undisputedly global economic power due its sheer size, the success of Vietnam 

and the Philippines remains to be seen.   

The rise of globalization and global value chain driven by the increasingly 

fragmented production networks have allowed the second and third tier NIEs to 

diversify their industrial bases and increase exports in the last few decades by 

plugging into the global and regional production networks headed by Japan and the 

first tier NIEs. Emerged out of decades of civil war, Cambodia has also been 

embracing export-oriented growth strategy and joint regional value chains through 

downstream labor-intensive manufacturing activities since the late 1990s. If the 

flying gees paradigm continues, it could be argued that Cambodia along with Laos 

and Myanmar are now joining the trend and form the fourth tier. 
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Over the last two decades, Cambodia has managed to sustain an average 7 

percent annual GDP growth. However, Cambodia’s manufacturing exports remain 

dominated by garment, textile and footwear, and has been slow to diversify. 

Though Cambodia’s exports have witnessed slight diversification to include auto 

parts and electronic components in the last five years thanks to the investment of 

Japanese firms relocating from China and Thailand, the progress remains sluggish 

and uncertain due to various hurdles which include, inter alia, insufficient 

infrastructures, political uncertainty, inefficient governance system, as well as low 

skill and labor productivity.  

In the Global Competitiveness Report 2017-2018, Cambodia ranks 94 out 

137, a decline from 89 in 2016. The problematic factors for doing business in 

Cambodia ranges from inflation to inefficient government capacity to corruption. Is 

Cambodia to develop cluster in the medium term, and internationally competitive 

high-tech cluster in the long term, it needs to break the orthodox approach and look 

around to twist the situation.  

There are both challenges and opportunity for cluster development in 

Cambodia at current stage. The main challenge is the limited economic bases, 

resources and capacities to generate cluster ecology. On the other hand, beginning 
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from current situation when economic activities remain less complicated, there are 

more rooms where the government’s planning could orient and precipitate the 

development of cluster. Therefore, the government should play proactive roles 

early on to incubate and nurture the ecosystem where clusters could take root.   

Some might argue that cluster should grow out of natural market process 

and point out to the failing cases of government interventions in cluster 

development. However, this free market scenario might work only in the developed 

economies, but not in a least developed country like Cambodia. Even in the 

country with the most advanced market mechanism, the roles of government are 

also needed in shaping framework conditions for cluster to take shape. For 

underdeveloped economy with market failures here and there like Cambodia, 

government roles are definitely important since free market and private sector 

might not be capable enough to carry on projects which generate positive 

externalities. Lall (2006) further postulates that:  

Accepting that past industrialization strategies were often wrongly designed and 

poorly implemented, [alternative view] argues that greater reliance on market 

forces actually requires a strong proactive role for the government. Markets are 

often deficient and the institutions needed to make them work efficiently are often 
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weak or absent. With the challenges noted above, healthy and sustained industrial 

development cannot proceed without interventions to improve markets and build 

institutions. 

Drawing from the experiences of Korea and Taiwan, the government could 

do much more to incubate and orient the development of cluster by providing 

conductive environment and necessary infrastructures for private enterprises to 

play their roles. Cluster development is time-consuming and complex process 

which requires a long-term planning and investment. Therefore, Cambodian 

government should consider planning ahead and incubate necessary conditions for 

future development of internationally competitive clusters if the country is to be 

future-proof and able to navigate the competitive future ahead.  

Furthermore, the implementation of cluster policy requires close 

coordination amongst involving stakeholders. However, miscoordination of policy 

and resource allocation is common problem for developing countries, including 

Cambodia. While policies and resources are available in hand, meaningful 

outcomes could not materialize due to constraints of miscoordination and 

miscommunication. Internal politics of the government entities and corruption 

driven by personal interests often exacerbates miscoordination. In this scenario, the 
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government should ensure that policy implementing agencies have sufficient 

authority to enforce and coordinate relevant activities. Division of tasks amongst 

agencies should be based on specializations. Specialized agencies should be created 

with specialized tasks and authorities to implement and be accountable. In terms of 

business support services, the government should consider establishing specialized 

agencies to help business grow. It would be more efficient if support unit is run 

separately from ministerial politics and operated like professional service provider.  

On the other hand, while government intervention is essential, it should be 

balanced, minimal, selective and flexible. At least for the case of Cambodia, future 

cluster policy should be implemented hand in hand with industrial development 

policy and technology development efforts. As far as Cambodia concerns, the first 

step to prepare for internationally competitive industrial cluster development is to 

enhance national competitiveness and provide conductive favorable framework 

conditions for free market to functions and for private businesses to prosper. These 

efforts should support current policy line of Cambodia, which is attracting foreign 

capital to diversify industrial base and generate technology transfer.  
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5.2. Policy Suggestions  

As emphasized, the roles of government are important and instrumental in 

every stages of cluster development. The case studies indicate that cluster 

development could be path-dependent; therefore, it is important that the 

Cambodian government is prepared for each stage of the cluster development and 

evolution. Preparing the right foundation will increase the possibility of success as 

institution will co-evolve with the development of cluster. In the current context 

when cluster does not exist, Cambodian government may consider dividing cluster 

development strategy into three main stages and prepare favorable ecosystem for 

cluster to develop and for further upgrade according to different stages of economic 

development to create synergistic effects.  
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Cambodian government should continue to focus on providing favorable 

investment environment and business climate to attract and diversify production 

activities in these downstream activities.  

One priority task Cambodian government should do is strengthening 

national competitive position in the area of light industry and capture core 

competence as well as resources that are necessary for the upgrade of cluster 

competitiveness in the medium term. Investment policy in this regard should be a 

dynamic and farsighted policy tool which allows Cambodia to use light industry as 

the stepping stone for further industrial upgrade. Sectors like garment, textile, 

footwear, electronic components or auto parts should be given immediate priority 

to enhance Cambodia’s competitiveness in these areas. Attracting FDI, in this stage, 

is of greatest importance. However, the government should provide further 

incentives for investors to establish foothold and expand activities in the cluster so 

as to deep their roots in the economy. Supporting institutions should be put in place 

in this stage to provide supports for expanding firms.  

In the second stage, the government should focus on consolidating the 

competitiveness of the established clusters and strive to attract more sophisticated 

investment projects into the cluster. Since this stage involves quantity expansion of 
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the existing activities, the government should focus on upgrading skills of workers 

as well as enhancing national R&D capacities to support the expansion of 

economic activities. Further incentives could be provided to investors who reinvest 

and expand the businesses. Of equal importance, the government should strive to 

enhance the capacities of domestic SMEs or attract foreign SMEs to link with 

major companies to foster backward linkage and integration of existing firms into 

local economy. Alongside the expansion of existing sectors, the government should 

also gradually shift the focus to more advanced sectors which are related to the 

existing competent areas to create convergences of activities. For this stage, for 

instance, the government could shape cluster orientation toward heavy industry 

such as more sophisticated machinery, electronic products, and other higher value-

added products.  

In the third stage, the government should begin to focus on technology 

development by encouraging R&D activities within the cluster to generate new 

technologies and enable firms to innovate. It is natural that when profit margins in 

the secondary activities falter, firms will upgrade product quality and value chains 

to remain competitive. In this context, the government should make incentives and 

support schemes clear for business to take advantage of. In this stage, interactive 
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relationship between knowledge creating agents such as research institutes, 

universities and laboratories and knowledge commercializing agents become 

crucially critical for innovations. Therefore, the government should strive to 

provide conductive environment and reduce uncertainty to minimize 

miscoordination. The presence of NIS is thus important for knowledge creation and 

diffusion. 

To prepare for cluster development, there a number of policy initiatives 

Cambodian government should take into consideration. 

1. Continue to reform, modernize, and upgrade the capacity of 

government bodies at all level. Participatory government through 

decentralization of authority to local levels should be further enhanced 

to foster competition amongst local governments to accelerate regional 

and national development as well as to enhance effective policy 

implementation.  

2. Conduct reform to enhance national competitiveness to attract FDI 

and broaden economic base to serve as the platform for further growth. 

In other words, the government should capture the core of current 

competitiveness and use accumulated resources to prepare for next stage 
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of development through convergence of policy efforts. As the case 

studies indicate, Korea and Taiwan accumulated new competitive 

advantage through maximizing existing one while charting out plan to 

enhance the new advantage.  

3. Develop specific action plans and support programs to assist the 

implementation of policy by removing policy uncertainty. Project-based 

policy implementation should be introduced to monitor and evaluate 

progress so that corrections could be made simultaneously. Concrete 

laws, legislations and implementation programs aimed at supporting 

different policy initiatives should be passed to support the development 

at every stage. 

4. Identify specific products and sectors which are suitable for cluster 

development. The products and sectors should not always be new, but 

the existing ones that Cambodia already has competitive advantage in. 

For example, different diagnostic analyses have identified garment and 

textile as well agro-processing as favorable sector for Cambodia to 

focus on. In this sense, for example, the government should identify 

specific food products and technologies required for the development of 
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the sector. Besides processing technology, identification of products and 

sectors should be extended backward to identify necessary sectors 

which support agro-processing industry. For instance, agricultural 

technologies and processing machinery are important field which 

should also be given priority.  

5. Develop specialized institutes with capacity to identify products, 

sectors and required technologies as well as support policy 

implementation. In particular, identification of products and required 

technologies cannot be simply done by lay people like policy makers 

and planners. Collaboration and expert advices from engineers and 

scientists are required in this case. To develop the platform where 

human resources in specific fields could be pooled together, it is 

important to develop specific research institutes in the fields such as 

metrology, standards, and other related fields. Given limited expertise, 

the government could utilize foreign aid and technical assistance to 

build local expertise. 

6. Utilize existing SEZs around Phnom Penh and provide further 

infrastructures upgrade to create critical mass for agglomeration of 
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economic activities. The initiatives to locate existing and new public 

research institutes as well as universities and vocational training centers 

in location nearby SEZs could be a viable option to foster cluster 

development. The government could select SEZs around Phnom Penh 

area where a number of relatively higher-end factories and upgrade the 

surrounding region into Free Trade Zone (FTZ) by providing special 

status and treatment. Another viable option is attracting anchor firms to 

establish in the area and provide incentives for supporting firms to 

locate nearby to create critical mass for cluster to emerge. More 

importantly, the government should consider linking the cluster with 

other regional clusters in Vietnam, Thailand or in wider ASEAN region 

to enhance the cluster competitiveness.  

7. Develop appropriate R&D programs to upgrade industrial 

technology and develop indigenous technology to absorb foreign 

technology and prepare the foundation for further technology 

accumulation and development. Research capacity of the universities 

and educational institutions should also be raised to stay on par with 

industrial needs. In addition, collaborative networks and relationship 
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between academic institutions, research institutes and private firms 

should be encouraged through different incentive schemes and support 

programs.  

8. Enhance coordination capacities through the establishment of 

specific agencies to handle business support services. Different 

specialized tasks should not be kept under ministries to avoid 

unnecessary bureaucratic complication. Business support services 

should be faithfully provided through specialized agencies to develop 

business facilitating tradition. Cluster development requires different 

support activities. Hence, it is advisable for the Cambodian government 

to develop such services in advance to serve the existing businesses and 

build coordinating competences for future support functions.  

5.3. Conclusion  

The importance of clusters and agglomeration in enhancing market 

efficiency and innovation is well-documented and continues to attract the attention 

of researchers and particularly policy makers. However, the debate regarding 

common ingredients for successful cluster development remains as controversial as 

ever. There are, of course, different arguments regarding factors and agents 
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necessary for the successful development of a competitive cluster. Nonetheless, it 

is widely agreed that government plays significant role in steering cluster 

development, particularly in the initial stage. There are reasons and conditions 

under which government interventions are justified, especially in the developing 

and least developed countries where market failures are common. The roles of 

government, however, should be balanced, selective and flexible. In this thesis, the 

roles of government, particularly those of least developed countries, in incubating 

internationally competitive industrial clusters are grouped into three broad 

categories: enhancing favorable framework conditions, building NIS, and 

enhancing coordination capacities.  

The discussion on the case studies of DDI in Korea and HSP in Taiwan 

(China) further indicate the essential, even irreplaceable, roles the government 

should play in incubating industrial cluster. The importance of indigenous 

technology and innovation has also been emphasized. While cluster could be 

regarded as a policy tool for the development of technology and innovation, certain 

level of industrialization and technology capacity is required for cluster to develop 

and evolve. As both case studies have shown, technology is the future of 

competitive advantage. Therefore, the government should strive to build 
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conductive foundation where technology could be upgraded and innovations could 

be brought to life.  

As Cambodia is at the dawn of embarking industrial diversification and 

cluster development, the government should draw lessons from other models and 

adopt them according to suit Cambodia’s current situation. There could be both 

trails and errors, but the important thing is that the government should play 

proactive role in keeping the country ahead of the game. In this light, Cambodian 

government should take the hard lessons and embark on painstaking efforts to 

develop indigenous technological capacity. For now, the Cambodian government 

should focus on capturing the core competence (labor-intensive light industry) the 

country has competitive advantage in. The core competence in the existing sectors 

will allow Cambodia to step forward and embrace new growth. The proposed three 

stages strategy for cluster development could be used as the roadmap for the 

development of cluster in Cambodia in the short, medium, and long term. On the 

other hand, technology and innovation should be given priority early on if national 

competitiveness is to be sustained 

.  
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국문초록 

세계적으로 경쟁력 있는 클러스터를 배양하기 위한 정부의 역할: 

신흥공업경제지구 사례연구와 캄보디아에 대한 함의  

피츠노락 

서울대학교 국제대학원 

국제지역학 전공 

 

국가 경쟁력 제고에 대한 클러스터 효과의 중요성은 널리 인정 

받았으며 연구자와 정책 입안자들로부터 많은 관심을 끌었다. 그 중 정부는 

적어도 클러스터 진화 초기에, 클러스터의 발전에서 가장 중요한 배우 중 

하나로 인정 받아 왔다. 이러한 주장과 더불어, 본 논문은 세계적으로 경쟁력 

있는 클러스터를 개발하는데 정부가 중요한 역할과 캄보디아 미래 

산업클러스터에 미치는 영향을 분석한다.  

본 논문은 주요 세 부분으로 나뉘어 진다. 첫째, 세계적으로 경쟁력 

있는 클러스터를 개발하는데 필요한 정부의 역할이다. 둘째, 한국의 대덕 
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이노폴리스와 대만의 신주과학단지 두 사례를 통해 경쟁력 있는 산업 

클러스터를 개발한 정부의 역할에 대해 논의할 것이다.  

마지막으로 세계적으로 경쟁력 있는 산업 클러스터를 개발하기 위해 

캄보디아 정부가 배울 수 있는 가능성을 논하면서 정책적으로 제안하고자 

한다.   

주요어: 산업클러스터, 정부, 공공정책, 신흥공업경제지역(NIES), 국가경쟁력, 

산업화 

학번: 2016-29428 
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